Obtaining decisions of Commissioners and Upper Tribunal Judges

(Last updated 19 May 2011)

The Administrative Appeals database

Our decisions database contains over 3000 Great Britain Commissioners’ and AAC Judges’ decisions.

Most are decisions issued since 2001. They are only a small proportion of decisions issued on cases and are selected by individual Judges from among their own cases as being of general interest. An Editorial Board meets every three months to identify which of these cases are of particular interest or importance, and those are then flagged up on the site as Highlighted Decisions.

The Northern Ireland Commissioners have their own decisions database.

Reported decisions

Decisions selected by the Editorial Board as of more enduring importance are published in our reported series. These include many decisions of higher courts on appeal from Commissioners/Judges. All reported decisions from 1991 to 2009 are on the database and the latest additions are flagged up on the Decisions page of the website.

Guidelines for reporting

Guide to how decisions are numbered

Subject index to Great Britain and Northern Ireland decisions reported in 2001–2010

List of cases reported 2001–2010

Subject list of all cases reported 1991 – 2000

List of all cases reported 1991 – 2000

Earlier decisions (1948 to 1990) are mostly not available in electronic form.

Decisions not on the database

Many decisions that are not available on this website can be found on the database of decisions on the rightsnet website.

Otherwise decisions can be obtained from our Office individually from the Subscriptions Clerk by email or if an electronic version is not available, a paper copy will be sent.

If you think it would be useful for the decision to be on the database let us know.
Reported decisions from 1948 to date are also published in book form and may be found in some large public reference libraries. They are currently published by the Stationery Office in an annual volume in April for the previous calendar year.

**Subscribing to the highlighted decisions**

Highlighted decisions are available in batches, at three-monthly intervals by email at a charge of £50 a year;

If you are interested in joining our subscription service or would like more details please contact the Subscriptions Clerk:

Robyn Self Decisions/Subscriptions Clerk Upper Tribunal (Administrative Appeals Chamber)

Tel +44 (0) 20 7911 7085 Fax +44 (0) 20 7911 7093 TypeTalk: 18001 020 7029 9850

Email: Robyn Self robin.self@tribunals.gsi.gov.uk

Address: 5th Floor Chichester Rents 81 Chancery Lane London WC2A 1DD